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Dear Prime Minister

I would like to thank you for conffrmmg your participation in the World Economic Forum Annual

Meeting in Davos taking place from 22 to 25 January 2019

This letter provides an update on the theme Globalization 4 0 Shaping a Global Architecture m

the Age of the Fourth Industrial Revolution

The context for global cooperation has changed considerably What is required is a strategic
dialogue to reform and update the present collaboration system and to create new mechanisms to

address in particular the challenges of the Fourth Industriat Revolution ir^ciuded you will find the
•

Davos 2019 Manifesto background paper for your reference

I can assure you that the Annual Meeting will once again assemble 3 000 leaders from

government business civil society academia and the media

I truly look forward to engaging yc^ in this effort and to welcoming you in Davos

Yours sincefeiy
andlekenng

Wgild Ccoro Ti u rLKijiii •■• i P I

Besch^rrfing persoonlijke l^eneblg^iing persoor^^il^^^^fagp^ooriTlIke tevanssteer ‘ vpfnriirr nr^
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Globalization 4 0 Shaping a Global Architecture in the Age of the

Fourth industrial Revolution

The Davos 2019 Manifesto

We need a new framework for global cooperation In order to preserve peace and accelerate sustainable

progress After the Second World War leaders from across the globe came together to design a new set

of institutional structures to enable the post industrialized world to collaborate towards building a shared

future The world has changed and as a matter of urgency we musi undertake this process again

This time however the change Is not merely one of a geopolitical nature or even of an economic one

Rather we are experiencing a change to the very fabric of how individuals and society relate to each

other and to the world at large Understanding that this change is already underway and that we

positively and proactively determine Its outcome provides the opportunity and responsibility to

ensure that we build new institutions or adapt existing ones as well as a new society founded on ethics

Integrity and security for important values like inclusivity and pnvacy

Doing so requires a neutral actor with the broadest possible reach Success requires a platform that can

act as an honest broker among the competing and sometimes conflicting values of nations global

companies civlJ society and academia The World Economic Forum provides this platform one where

all stakeholders of our shared future come together to forge new global institutions and understandings
namely a new global operating system that will lead to a positive outcome of the Fourth Industrial

Revolution

To start we need to take stock of our current context We are living In the age of the Fourth Industrial

Revolution 4IR Economies businesses societies politics are not just changing they are

fundamentally transforming Reforming our existing processes and institutions will not be enough
Rather we need to redesign them by anticipating the forces of change and shaping strategies that

leverage the abundance of new opportunities and avoid the great ri^s inherent in such disruptive
periods If we wait or just apply a quick fix to repair the deficiencies of outdated systems the forces of

change will naturaJly develop their own momentum and rules and thus Jimil our ability to shape a

positive trajectory and outcome

How can the 4IR be described and understood

First its force is developing exponentially What was considered science fiction only a few years ago has

become today s reality

Second its impact is comprehensive and alUencompassing The innovative force of the 4 R is not just
related to some specific products or services but rather redefines the whole system of how we produce
consume ar^d communicate
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We can describe the 4IR in terms of evolving iechnologies such as Al robotics precision medicine

autonomous vehicles Internet of Things and many more However to truly understand its

transformative power we must define the basic characteristics of the 4|R

1 Digitization everything Is expressed in terms of data leading to an economy of unlimited mobility

2 Integration data becomes integrated into platforms thereby disintermediating economic Interactions

3 Smart izatlon Al transforms data platforms into intelligent systems which will determine all aspects
of life such as health education and transportation to name just a few

4 Virtualization platforms and systems migrate to the cloud with cyberspace being the catalytic enabler

5 Designation systems move from being just enalytical to becoming predictive and prescriptive

creating the need for clear ethical rules and guidelines for direction and control

For all of these technologies the need tor security and integrity is paramount Security to ensure that the

dynamic characteristics of the 4IR are not used as weapons against individuals institutions or society
and integrity to ensure that we can enlnjst the technology and its users and developers Here integrity
means two things First that we ensure data and information is used for innovative and pro social

purposes Second that the data itself has integrity specifically that it is collected with respect for

human dignity that It is safeguarded against tampering and that it is accurate and appropriate tor our

use Achieving security and integrity ensures that these transformative technologies do not erode trust in

innovation

The 4IR will transform our economic systems

The physical world will shrink in comparison to a new digital interconnected Integrated and virtual

world This de materialization of the economy will be accelerated by a transition into a circular and

shared economy enabled by the 4IR

• Manufacturing will be revolutionized by automation localization and individualization largely

replacing traditional supply chains

Competition will be less based on cost and much more driven by functionality and innovation In this

environment H will be the fast fish who will triumph over the stow fish and no longer the big fsh over

the small fish Economies of scale will no longer provide the advantages they once did Talentism will

also succeed capitalism as the most precious resource will be talent over capital

• The 4IR creates unprecedented power and resources concentrated in the hands of just a few

corporations These firms are not businesses in the traditional sense as they are shaping the daily
lives of citizens and disrupting traditional social patterns

• Innovation the mastery of Al and big data and the ability to build curate and master platforms through
intelligent systems lasdership will determine corporate power and above all natiorra power

• Employment and income patterns will be transformed as large parts of employment are substituted

by inleiligent automation Jobs will be increasingly self created through innovative ecosystems
Traditional labour Income will be extensively replaced by accrued returns from creative tasks

venture capital and First mover advantage

■ Our global economic interactions can no longer be compartmentalized into the trade of goods and

services financial transactions ar\d investments All economic flows are integrated into a

comprehensive system of cross border tangible and non tangible value exchange

• Tax systems will have to reduce dependence on the taxation of labour and instead rely on value creation

stemming from activities in the virtual cloud with the new dimensions of platform monopolies
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• Simultaneously national budgets will be strained by the need to finance the newly required hard and

soft infrastructures to facilitate creative and innovative ecosystems but particularly Tor reskilling and

upskilling labour forces and other safety nets to support workers through the economic transition

underway

• Our whole system of education will have to be revamped The age of the 4IR requires new skilfs and

abilities Emphasis must be placed on nourishing creativity critical thinking and new digital skills

and above all on supporting the very aspects that make us human Cultivating empathy sensitivity
collaboration and passion are the best way to ensure that we use technology as a tool for mastering
our lives and do not become the slaves of algorithms The educational systems of the future will also

need to focus on lifelong learning and provide a blended approach of digital delivery and face tO

face personalized development and coaching

• Policy rnsking will have to cope with the speed of change to ensure sodetally oriented and human

centred progress The danger here is that a two speed 4IR transformation could unfold with

government policies continuously lagging behind New collaboration agile governance models will

have to be developed

The timely answer to all of these questions wilt determine the economic relevance and growtti of a

country It will also determine welfare and job opportunities for its citizeris It will shape its standing and

power in the geoeconomic and geopolitica arena Ultimately it will determine the quality of life for the

generations to come

The 4IR is even more borderless more interconnected and more interdependent compared to the

present economy of integrated supply chains Thus national policies wN have to be even more so

Integrated into a global system The concept of globalization which presently describes the multilateral

and or bilateral agreements to remove trade barriers will be increasingly tied to the connectivity of

national digital and virtual systems and the related flow of Ideas and services

However to create the necessary multilateral frameworks for the age of the 4IR economy there are

numerous chailenoes to overcome

• The speed of change and the general lack of awareness of the scope and nature of the change
nameJy that this change is not Incremental but rather transformational and that it’s already in full

swing

• The complexity and virtual nature of change makes it difficult to understand the urgent need for agile
policy formulation

• The general resistance to change exacerbated by the experience of large parts of society

particularly those in developed countries who have suffered over the last years from eroding
incomes and who feel in a precarious situation in terms of job and life security

» The widening gap between the winners and losers of the 4IR which is undermining social and

national cohesion This gap feeds the notion that the 4IR is reinforcing the “winner takes all notion

of the evolving economic model and social order

• The growing abundance of communication information and entertainment enabled by the 4IR is

fuelling the global deluge of content leaving it to algorithms to parse through according to user

preferences As such this makes it increasingly difficult for individuals to find diverse trusted

content outside of their current worldview particularly with the continued propagation of ‘fake news’

• The fusion of the physical digital and biological realms raises fundamental questions about identity
and purpose and adds to the genera sense of anxiety Gene editing technologies such as CRISPR

as well as cognitive technologies such ss Ai and big data are not only changing what we do but

particularly who we are
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Governments and societies have three basic options

Protect using all means the “losers of transformative change thereby gaining short term political

advantage but setting the stage for the erosion of competitiveness Those governments will soon

find out that they ere operating in the too late zone

Follow a aissfiz faire policy which msy only succeed If the business community is ready and able

to seA e as a strong catalyst and mover

Mobilize all forces to fully embrace the 4IR and achieve a leadership position recognizing that the

principie of the ftJture global economy will no longer reflect Adam Smith s division of comparative

advantages but rather a world characterized by a complex interplay between platfomis and

systems leadership that cross national boundaries

1
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Many countries are still frying to catch up to the previous industrial revolutions At the same time they
must be aware that the 4FR is not just the continuation of a sequential process but rather offei unique
opportunilles for leap frogging to the newest innovations

Having gained from the forces of the first Industrial Revolution the UK became the dominant global

power followed by the US which built Its global Influence by taking ownership in the Second and Third

Industrial Revolutions These three Industrial Revolutions divided the world into industrialized and

deveioping or even underdeveloped countries with China declining In significance after having beer the

central power for so many centuries

Today the global landscape is again being redistributed ~ and at incredible speed In a world where the

means and ability to cause enormous destruction is now available to even a single individual the world

simply cannot afford yet another division between the haves and the have nets This would only result

in an environment void of peace or durable security Therefore there Is an urgent need for global

cooperation

Faced with the reality of fast and fundamental change the global commur^ity has much more at stake

than addressing the current trade wars Patchwork actions are not the solution to reinvjgorating outdated

systems and revitalizing organizations to make them fit for purpose The context has changed and we

need fresh thinking about what free and fair economic relations in today s world means Working

together requires jointly exploring the enormous potential of the 4IR to lift humankind to a higher level of

consciousness

In this respect twelve dialogues are urgently necessary on a multilateral level to shape the fuUire

framework for global cooperation

1 The global dialogue on economic cooperation A dialogue to create a new framework of rules and

institutions integrating all aspects of global economic cooperation including intellectual property
movement of people competition policies data protection exchange rates fiscal policies state

owned enterprises and national security

2 The global dialogue on technology policy A common and collaborative effort to define the

principles for new and emerging technologies such as Al and gene editing and to ensure that they
are underpinned by the necessary ethical principles and values based framework

3 The global dialogue on cybersecurity A common and collaborative effort to ensure that innovation

and the technological backbone of Uie 4IR are secure and trusted

4 The global dialogue on financial and monetary systems To jointly shape our monetary and

financial systems by not only leveraging r^ew technologies such as crypto currencies and blockchain

but also making the systems more resilient for achieving sustainable growth and long term societal

well being

5 The global dialogue on the future of the economy our economic theories and therefore many

principles for economic and social decision making must be redefined to better reflect the structural
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changes inherent in the 4fR For example howto stimulate productivity in a more circular economy

how to deal with the impact of platform companies how to move out of the debt trap currently over

300 of global GDP

The global dialogue or» risk resilience we need joint efforts to make the world more resilient In

view of the many new risks threatening our security and welfare and that of the future generations
Here In particular we have to use systems thinking and the 4IR to radically improve our coitective

and Integrated management of the key environmental systems climate ocean and biosphere upon

which our societies and economies depend

The global dialogue on human capital with the notion of work substantiaily changing we need a

global brainstorming on the future of vifork and the relevance of human capital

The global dialogue on a new societal narrative we need to shape a new narrative for societies

moving from a materialistic fixation to a more idealistic humanistic focus Similarly it also calls for

shifting the locus from producing and consuming to one of caring and sharing We have to ensure

greater awareness of the opportunities of the 41R white also addressing the fears that fl may

generate The 4IR has the potential to lift humankind to a higher level of life fulfilment providing the

narrative that the 41R can help reunite humanity for a better future

The global dialogue on industry systems The 4IR provides us with the great opportunity to

substantially enhance the availability and delivery of services in the area of health energy

communication transportation and many more Global stakeholder cooperation is fundamentally

necessary for Improving systemic coherence

10 The global dialogue on the geopolitics ar d a multi conceptual world we are dearly witnessing
shifts in both the conduct of international relations as well as In the attendant undercurrents of the

distribution of power globally There s an urgent need to articulate these changes and enable honest

dialogue on bow to drive future cooperation to prevent events and accidents from designing this

new era for us

11 The global dialogue on peace and reconciliation we need to catalyse large scale multi

stakehoider support for diplomatic efforts around key fault lines around the world especially at a time

when strategic geopolitical shifts create the danger of vacuums and or unilateralism and escalation

12 The global dialogue on institutional reform we need to rethink our global institutional frameworks

created over 70 years ago and adapt them to ensure they are relevant for the new political
economic and social context for the next seven decades to come

6
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All of these dialogues have to be Interconnected and integrated into a comprehensive platform to ensure

a holistic meaningful approach Each of these twelve dialogues and possibly more must be Integrated
into a comprehensive framework which reflecls the interconneclivfty of politics economics technology
and society In all of these dialogues we must focus not just on reforms but much more on what is

missing in order to adapt to the new reality

Five principles should lead such dialogues

The dialogue n ust be multlstakehoider based Goveimments business and civil society have to work

together in agile ways to experiment Innovate and adopt that policies are aligned with the latest

scientific and technological developments The traditional path whereby something is first invented

and then with long legislative delays the necessary regulatory system is created is no longer able tq

keep pace with the speed of technological progress And the continuation of this will only result in

policies further lagging behind and loopholes being further exploited

To be successful in the age of the 4IR the support and co ownership of all parts of society is

essential Governments have a key leadership role to play one which requires the sophistication and

ability to develop the necessary knowledge and insights Business must also recognize the path of

1
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dialogue as a key means For facilitating innovation And civil society serves a critical role ir» being the

custodian for a human centred application of innovation The young generation should be the first

movers in leveraging opportunities for driving new economic and social progress We need to make

social entrepreneurship main stream

3 The forces of the previous industriaf age which have largely determined economic progress until very

recently saw open markets as the primary means for creating welfare in industrialized and

developing countries alike With the structure of income generation and wealth distribution changing
in the 4IR the preservation of social coherence and national cohesion has now become the primary
objective Safeguarding and strengthening the pillars of social justice and equity will be for any

government the key objective in the coming period To sustain national social contracts and to

simultaneously preserve an open world are the paradigms to be Integrated into a new concept of

globaiizdtion responsible and responsive

4 Al the same time we must close the social gap on a global levef The world can no longer tolerate

those left far behind With the unprecedented advances in communication and mobility
disenfranchised Individuals will try at any sacrifice to generate attention i e through acts of

terrorism] or at any distance to access greater opportunities through migration

5 In a world which has become more complex multipolar and muiticonceptual the ability to manage

gEobal collaboration may be increasingly based on coordinatbn and less on cooperation Coordination

implies a means of achieving the same objectives while providing freedom for different national views

concepts and value systems The ability to manage global cooperation as we have come to know It

usually means aligning national systems to Ihe common purpose The Paris Climate Agreement and

the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals provide a good example of such a coordinated

approach particuiarly in a world where cohabitation is less based on shared values and more on

shared interests

6 The future cannot be based on the dangerous duality of nationalism versus globalism We are all part
of a local national and global community This means that in the modem world we exercise three

different but complementary identities We should not pit one of these identities against the other but

rather look for the right balance to sustain all three We have our local roots our lives are mainly

integrated into a national framework of lights and duties and we also share opportunities and threats

which can only be addressed by exercising a gJobal Identity

To start such a comprehensive dialogue and develop a new framework for global cooperatiorv is the

objective of the World Economic Forum and particularly of the next Annual Meeting In Davos As the

foremost global multfstakehofder platform and the recognized International Organization for Public

Private Cooperation the Forum has the ability capacity and responsibility to curate such an informal but

outcome oriented dialogue The Forum can also act as a catalyst for new ideas through its scientific and

academic networks Such a dialogue will require sustained engagement and follow up to align
consensus and yield actionable results The Forum is committed and prepared to provide the operating

system” for such a global effort in the coming years

After the Second World War leaders from all sectors of society came together to help create the global
frameworks needed for living together in an environment of contirruous peace security and prosperity And

they desigried the organizations and institutional processes that would work together to achieve this Since that

lime however the world has radically changed A new approach is now called for one where together we

shape our global future through our sustained commitment to improve the state of the world

By KJaus Schwab

Founder and Execut \re Chairman

DiUased jv ihe Bmc o of Hi IVorfd Economic Fonim

23 Augusf 201
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Globalization 4 0 Shaping a Global Architecture in the Age
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution

Siiaomg trts giooal regjona and indiisiry agendas ar

the beginning of 2019 will take pisce m a context ol

unprecsdenled uncertainty fragility and COdlrpversy In a

world prftoccupiecf by crisis managsrienl s\ a momeni ol

iransfoinralive change we v risi use the spini of Davos to dufld

ihe knure m a consi ’uciive collaborative way

As Ine Iniernanonai OrgFnirafion ‘or Pubitr PnvS e

Cooperation the Wot^td Economic Forum will focus

Its convening power cornmunity engagemenL insight
generation and platform technology to shape a new

framev^rk for global cooperation The J9tn World

Economic Forum AnotrS Meeting wiJl locus on the strategic
rsmiftcaiions of Gfobalizaton A 0 and iis iulurn impaci on

0ioi iai cooperation sno the Fourth industrial Revolution
TransfOrmatiOiT best describes the geopolilical economic

and environmental outiook globally Wo are shifting from a

world order based on common values ro a mulficoncepluar
world Shaped by competing narratives seeking la create a

new global tircbieciure We live in a world wiih new oianetary
boiinclanes for its development We are snterng into a Fourth

induslna Revolutron shaped by advanced technologies
from the physical d grlal and biological worlds that combne

TO cr^aiG innovations at a spoed and scate unparalleled
in hLiman history Coliccfivefy those ranslormentons are

changing how mdivAdueHs governments arxJ companies

reiste to each other and thie worief at large In shod we

are fasl approaching a new phase ol gt^al cooperation
GlobaJrzation d o

The programme in Davos will aim to foster systems
leadership and g obal stewardship while recognizing the

acluality of a more complex ‘mulhconcspiiiar wono In this

regard the development oJ the forthcoming Ar»nua Meeting
Wi fJ be based on five v orkmg pmc pies

1 Dialogue is cnl cal and must be inuilrstakeholdei bci ed

2 Gfobalization must be resporisibie and respon ve to

regional and national concerns

3 Internalionat coordmat on must be improved rn the

absence ol rTRilniateral cooperation

4 Address ng the bgoest global chafienges requires the

collaborative etlorts ol business government and Civi

society

5 GiabaL growth must be inclusive and sustainable

Buf Will The arrival oi Gfooaniai on 4 U result in our

ackfxviled9ing ihese changes and working together To

crealc new opportunities for humankind Or will globaNzation
suffer from mu tl0^e geopolitical economic and envirorimerital

erses that strain nuiltilaleral inslitulfons and hinder etfons

to collaborale towards a shared future Progress m eilhar

instance will requre s plfttform that can sci as an nonasi

brL ksr among the cempeUng and increasingly conflrcimg
values and ambtions ol nations industnes and socEeties
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UndGr \he rubric o Globalization 4 0 a senes oi “Global

Dialogues in Davos will focus on the following interrelatsci

areas

Recommendations and proposals from the Globa

Dialogues will be integrated into the Forum s 14 System
IniTiaiives which curate align and advance the effons of the

most globally relevant and knowiedgeabiG individuals and

institutions that are shaping the futureA gicb l dialogue on the geopolitics and a

muKlconcdptuai world to understand major ongoing

Changes In imernational reiarions and to enable candid

and constructive discussion on how to drive future

codperaijof^ along with a giaOdi dialogue on peace and

recanciiiauon la t^ataiyse large scale niuJllsiaKehoiaer

support for diplanatic efforts on key fatilt lines around

the world especially at a t me when strategic geopolitical
shifts create the danger of vacuums and or unilateralism

and escalation

System Initiative on Shaping the Future of Consumption
System initiative on Shaping the Future of Digital
Economy and Society

System Intlialive on Shaping the Future of Economic

Progress

Sysfam Initiative on Shaping the Future of Education

Gender and Work

System Initiative on Siiapng the Future of Energy

System Iniiiattve on Shaping the Environment and Natural

Resource Securrfy

Systern Initiative on Shaping the Future of Food Systems

System initiative on Shaping the Future of Financial and

Monetary Systems

System initiative on Shaping the Foti ire of nrerrTcJtona

Trade and r7ve5f nenr

System initiative on Shaping the Future of Health and

Healthcare

System Initiative on Shaping the Future of Long term

Investing fr7 rasfrucfure and Development

System Initiative on Shaping the Future of Intormstion and

Entertsinment

System Initiative on Shaping the Future of Mobility

System Initiative on Shaping the Future ofProduction

A global dialogue on the future of the economy to review

pnncrples for economic and social deci on nnaking
that need to be redefined to better reflect the structural

changes inherent in the Fourth indusmai Revolution

along with a giobal dialogue on financial and monetary
systems to jointly shape our monetary and financial

systems by not only leveraging new techriologres such

as cryptocurrencies and blocKchatn bul also making the

systems more riijsilier il for acliieving suslainabie growth
and long term societal wen bang

A global dialogue on industrv systems that anticipates
how the Foudh Indusiriat Revolution provides

opponunities to substannatiy enhance ihe avaiiabiirty
and delivery of services in the areas of health energy
communication and transpon among others along
with a global dialogue on technology policy lo define the

priiicip es for new and emerging lechnologies stfch as

ahifcial intelligence and gene edning to ensure that they
are underp nned by the necessary ethical prnciples and

vatLieS’bassd framework

Participation in the Annual Meeting is by invitaton for the

following Forum communiiies

Chief executive officers and chairs of our 1 000 Pahher

and Member companies actively engaged in the

International Business Council Community of Chairmen

Indjstry Gavemors Regional Business Councils and

SysTbit Initiative Stewardship Boards

A global dialogue on cybersecurny to ensure that digital
innovation and the echno ogical backbone of the Fourth

Industrial Revolution are both secure and trusted along
with a gioba dialogue an risk resilience to promote

systems thinking to radicaity improve our coHect ve and

integrated manegemeni of the key enviionrneiilai systems
climate ocean and biosphere upon which our socieires

and economies depend

More than 250 political leaders from the G20 and other

countries and heads of inrernationai organizations

engaged in high level dialogues ladlifated by the Informal

Gathering cf World Economic Leadei s lIGWEL]

Members of the Forum s Global Future Councils

Expert [sfetwork and Global University Leaders Forum

collaborating with spirituai and cultural leaders and

represenldtives from frtajor civil society labour and media

organizations

A global aiaiogue on human capital lo revisit the nciion

of work subsianiiaily changing and lo tellimk iis fulufe

and the relevance of human capital along wiih a global
dialogue on a new societal narrative to shape a new

narrative for societies moving from a consumption and

maienaJistic fixation to a more idealistic humanistic focus Technology Pioneers the Global Shapers Commurviy
the Forum of Young Global Leaders and the Schwab

Foundation for Social EntrepreneLirship communities

representing a new generation of innovators and

entrepreneurs

A global dialogue on institutional reform to rethmk the

global instilutibnal iramcworks that emerged m tho 20th

century and adapt them to ensure they are relevant

tor the new poirticai economic and social context for

the remainder of the 21 si century along wilh a goba

dialogue on economic cooperation to create a new

framework of rules and institutions iniegrating all aspects

of global economic cocperation including intellectual

propeny movement of peope competition policies data

proieeiioh exchange rates f scalpoiicies state owned

enterprises and naiionsi security

The Annual Meeting remains the foremost gathering
of top leaders from politics business civil society and
academia to shape global industry and regional agendas
in the context of Globalization 4 0 and the Fourth

Indusifial Revolution In the true Davos Spirit the aim is

lo advance these agendas with bold ideas and exciting
opportunities to cor sider in the year ahead
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